Uniﬁed security solutions
The world is constantly changing, and so is the nature of threats your organisation must face. Working in partnership with
the industry leaders of uniﬁed security solutions, Genetec, our security solutions provide the foundation you need to
build a system that keeps up with your needs for years to come.
A uniﬁed approach to security gives you the information you need to make the best decisions and respond quickly.

See the full picture in one place
Each of our systems are part of a single uniﬁed security
platform, Security Centre. Genetec’s Security Centre delivers
a comprehensive view of events in one location, allowing you
to unify all of your data so that you can manage security
policies, monitor events, and run investigations. Its extensive
ecosystem lets you expand your system with the technology
you need to face emerging threats, and since it’s not focused
on one narrow set of tasks, it accommodates new data types
seamlessly in one interface.
Monitor your video surveillance, access control and
automatic number plate recognition systems in one place.
With a single interface to master, your team spends less time
in training, and since it was designed to unify your entire
security environment, it provides a familiar experience even
as your system grows, unlocking new gains in eﬃciency.

Features

Modernise your
core systems

See what’s
happening clearly

Scale inside and outside
your organisation

Transition to the cloud
at your own pace

Manage video, access
control, number plate
recognition with
intrusion management,
communications, and
more.

Stop going back
and forth between
applications. Monitor all
security events and
manage responses from
a single location.

From a single building to
a worldwide network,
Security Centre makes it
easy to manage growth
and collaborate with
stakeholders.

The choice is yours.
Augment your system
with connected services,
migrate parts of it, or
deploy it all in the cloud.

To ﬁnd out how we can support you please contact us on:
t. 0333 010 2000
w. marloweﬁreandsecurity.com
e. hello@marloweﬁreandsecurity.com

SENSE

A single platform that evolves
with you

UNDERSTAND

VISUALISE

!

Security Centre incorporates access control, video
surveillance, ANPR (Automatic Number Plate Recognition),
communications, and intrusion detection.
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Through an open architecture approach, you further
strengthen your security by tapping into a suite of core
modules, add-ons, and integrations with third-party security
devices and systems.

Cloud based video
Connect your cameras to the cloud, eliminating the need for on-site servers and allowing you to monitor your sites
from anywhere.



Encrypt data between your devices to the cloud
Encryption is critical to upholding the protection of your data and security systems. With cloud solutions, all
information that is sent between your devices to the cloud is fully encrypted. So, even if a cyber criminal gains
access to your data, they won’t be able to read or see it without an encryption key.



No need for servers = reduced risk
With a true cloud solution, you only need your cameras. There are no servers to maintain and install. That
means there are fewer points of entry for potential attackers to target. With less vulnerability, your network and
business are more resilient.

Beneﬁts
Increased eﬃciency and awareness
Through uniﬁcation of core security
systems, you achieve greater operational
eﬃciency and heightened awareness of
your security environment.

Flexible and scalable
Enhance Security Centre with Genetec
modules and 3rd party add-ons. It
seamlessly scales to hundreds of sites, and
thousands of cameras, doors, intercom
devices, and intrusion panels.

Reliable and cybersecure
Have your system available whenever you
need it. While built-in failover and redundancy
work to safeguard system access and limit
interruptions, advanced security mechanisms
(encryption, authentication, authorisation)
protect privacy by preventing unauthorised
access to sensitive data.

Eﬃcient deployment and maintenance
Organisations experience real savings in
deployment, maintenance, training, and
day-to-day management of security. Also,
avoid the compatibility issues typically
faced with the integration of multiple
independent products.

A consistent experience
From system conﬁguration and management,
to live monitoring, reporting, and mobile
access, operators enjoy the same, intuitive
user experience across your entire security
system.

A clear path to the cloud
Reduce IT infrastructure costs with our
cloud services. With Security Centre SaaS
edition, cloud archives, automated updates
and health monitoring, your organisation
becomes more agile and less dependent on
hardware.

To ﬁnd out how we can support you please contact us on:
t. 0333 010 2000
w. marloweﬁreandsecurity.com
e. hello@marloweﬁreandsecurity.com

